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"Ahoy, mateysi Yo—ho—ho and a bottle of rum!"

Students Steamed Over Stingrays
reasons for protest were both economic and symbolic.
Dr. Roger Counsil, Head of Physical Education and
Athletics, announced that although the Pirate had
served
Armstrong State very well for the past thirty
On Friday, May 15, the Armstrong
years,
ASC
was waving good-bye to the Pirate and
State College Administration announced
replacinghim
with the new Armstrong State Stingray.
that th e college had changed its mascot
The
press
applauded while students sat or stood in
from the Pirate to the Stingray and its
silence
as
the
new
Stingray was unveiled. Dr. Counsil
colors from maroon and gold to maroon,
opened
the
floor
to
questions from the press.
silver, and aquatic blue.
One
of
the
most
valid questions asked was
When the Student Government
— what
Association found out about the press role students played in the decision making process
conference and changes on Thursday, they Dr. Counsil and Dr. Bob Strozier, Public Relations,
had less than 24 hours to pull the student announced that one student, Shelley Carroll, Editor of
body together. Flyers around campus read: the Inkwell, had been a member of t he presidentially
Do You WANT TO BE THE
appointed Renaissance committee that discussed the
on
,
changes. Carroll, however, stated to the press that she
ARMSTRONG ST ATE SFLNGRAAS.
did not feel she had anything to say about the decision.
(ASS)
"We talked about possibly changing to an aquatic
COLORS MAROON AND AQUATIC. BLUE. theme," she said. "Many names were thrown out—
Stingrays was among them, but we threw out thirty
COME TO THE PR ESS CONFERENCE
names," Carroll continued. " We did not reach any
TODAY
consensus though, and we never even agreed that a
2 PM
change was necessary. At the final meeting of the
Renaissance committee, we were at a standoff. The
CONFERENCE ROOM A
only thing we even came close to agreeing on was that
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
if we had the money to do so, we might hire a
VOICE YOUR OPINI ON.
consultant." And in the opinion of many students,
Students, faculty, administrators and
there are a lot of steps in-between hiring a consultant
Beverly English
representatives from the local press
and becoming the Stingrays.
Almost 75 students turned out to voice their opinions.
streamed into Conference Room A for the
Another member of the press pointed out that while
"If they made this change because they
press conf erence at 2:00 p.m. on Friday. the college had researched the fact that Stingrays would be a mascot original to
Armstrong
State,
they
had
fa
iled
to
r
ecognize
that
ASC
had
already
been
associated
with
wanted
something aquatic, why did they
Although many of
the media
.
the
Stingray.
Stingrays
was,
h
e
pointed
out,
the
bar
that
was
associated
with
a
ca
se
where
change?,"
asked a Wnt.ng Center tutor
representati ves did not know why the press
conference had been called, 75 or so angry
payers were Reused of rape last spring. If the college insisted that the
studentshadarrivedreadytoprotest. Their Pirate carried negative connotations of raping, pillaging and p un enng, t en t eymust sai ing t csf®s^"
Ifyouaskme
you a sk me,
. consider Armstrong State's previous in the mud beneath them.
them, If
ityouasicme,
that
carries
a
negative
connotation."
connection to Stingrays.
Still, what offended students the most
Although college officials passed this
was
that
they had no part in the decision.
observation off as a far stretch, many
"What
bothers
me is that the same people
students had already made the same
who are teaching us to think critically and
connection.
"If they are so worried about being make rational decisions are denying us the
politically correct," one female student opportunity to apply those skills, one
said, "then why would they name our student said.
"Personally, I'm insulted," she
mascot after a bar where an Armstrong
continued,"
because if the very school that
State student was [allegedly] raped?
teaches these critical thinking skills refuses
Besides, I don't see how Pirates can be
An historical defense of
to acknowledge them, then what good are
found
offensive... there aren't many pirates
H the Pirate mascot. See
outthere tooffend." And as other students they?"
p
page 6.
The prepared press release issued by
pointed out, pirates have been a part of
the college stated that students were
Savannah almost since itsfounding. While
randomly polled and consulted. "When
the law forbade piracy, local merchants
and where did you poll students? asked
thrived off of the patronage of pirates on
Annette Logue, Geechee editor. Counsil
the Savannah coast, and they played a
argued that students were polled about the
vital role in our economic history— and
decision. He walked into a class of about
think about it. The. Pirates' House
forty students, he said, and asked how many
downtown is not found to be offensive,
y/.%-9.
people preferred Stingrays to Pirates. About
and Savannah waseven mentioned in the
two students raised their hands. How many
•
literary classic about pirates, Treasure
preferred Pirates? Another two hands were
Island . To many people, pirates do not
represent anything more than adventureSee "Steamed Over Stingrays,
seekers
who sailed and conquered the seven
'mmrnm
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Administration Acknowledges Student and Alumni
Anger Over Stingray Decision, Willing to Review
From Inkwell Staff Reports
On Tuesday, May 17, President Robert Burnett, Vice
President Frank Butler, Vice President of Student Affairs
Joe Buck, and Dr. Roger Counsil met with representatives
from the Student Government Association (SGA) to
discuss the ruckus over the Stingray mascot.
Dr. Buck announced that while the Administration
has not yet decided to do away with the Stingray mascot,
they are willing to review the decision. What concerns
President Burnett the most, he said, is not the new mascot,
but the process by which the decision was made. Burnett
stated that he would be appointing a new committee
(with two representatives from the student perspective—
Dr. Joe Buck and SGA President Kelly Swain) to review
the decision of the Stingray mascot.
The Administration stated that they were flooded by
calls from students and alumni, all very unhappy about the
Stingray. "My ear is stinging [from the number of phone
calls]," President Burnett said. "No pun intended."
While some students are still not satisfied with the
Administration's actions thus far, the SGA is hopeful that
things will be different from now on. Senators questioned
the administrators as to what would be different about the
review process. One of the biggest issues concerning
students since the mascot change was that it seemed the
open door policy of Armstrong State had been tossed to
Photo by BA. Baker
President Burnett addresses the Student Government Association.
the wind. The Administration reassured the SGA
on Tuesday, though, that this was not the case.
"Wc realize the decision process was flawed," President Burnett said at the meeting
Still ,some amount of confusion remains. Many student and alumni questions remain
on Tuesday. "The new committee will review the decision and the decision process..
unanswered— Why was this change really initiated.' Was this all in the name of political
They will not be looking at the mascot, but at the decision itself "
correctness.' Why don't we just go back to being the Geechees? According to President
Finally it seems the Administration is m oviio: away from the yes, the decision is Burnett, the change was initiated in order to bring a new image to the college. Because
final" attitude to one more in character—compromise.
Armstrong has grown so much in the past few years, the Administration felt that an image
face-lift was in order. And no, the change was not for the sake of political correctness—
although it was mentioned that many campuses are seeking gender equity from their
mascots. And as for the alumni who staunchly believe that the only true mascot for ASC
would be the Geechees... well, what's a Geechee anyway.'
For the time being, the Stingray will not be incorporated on the campus, and the only
official school color will be maroon. The new basketball uniforms have been ordered, but
rest easy — they will be maroon and white and will simply read ASC.
So everything is on hold, and at least for now, up in the air. The SGA requests that,
An enterprising Armstrong student is never short of
in order to better represent your true opinions and feelings on the issue, you fill out the
ideas on how to spend a Saturday in the midst of a presssure
survey in this issue and return it in the Inkwell drop box located in the cafeteria. But it
packed quarter: a day at the beach, a few extra hours of sleep,
seems that everyone can relax a bit for awhile— the Administration is listening to the
a few dollars toward books and tuition— all of these are worthy
student body and the alumni, and hopefully, some compromise can be reached in the not
so
distant future.
Saturday goals. However, taking a calculus test is definitely not

Meeting the Calculus
Challenge

on the list of recommended Saturday activities. Nonetheless, on
Saturday, April 23, twenty-six stalwart students showed up to
compete in the First Annual Armstrong Calculus Competition.
First prize was won by Patricia Holliman, a senior mathematics
major who is bound for Auburn University and graduate
school in the Fall. Second Prize was won by junior computer
science major Kelly Waters, Third Prize was won by
sophomore Clay Harden, a pre-engineering major who will
study next fall at Georgia Tech, and Fourth Prize was won by
Mandy Bardnard, a student at Jenkins High School.
Honorable mentions were awarded to Eric Tucker, Charles
Dove, Denise Robider, and John Davis. Contest sponsors, Dr.
Selwyn Hollis and Dr. Tim McMillan, pronounced the contest a
success and look forward to next year's competition.
—Dr. Ed Wheeler, Dept. Of Math and C.S.

Economics Club Announces
Essay Contest Winners
By Romie Edenfield

Staff Writer
Emily Field, a Windsor Forest High
School student, was the big winner for the
Economics Club essay contest, taking home
$250 for first prize; followed by Molly Smart
of Jenk ins H igh School who won $ 150 ol
d lars
for second place, and Roseanne Poller from
Beach High School who won $100. The
Armstrong State College Economics Club
sponsored the essay contest, "How to make
America More Competitive" to make high

schools and middle school more aware of
economic issues, particularly those issues
that pertain to international economics.
The prizes were presented to each of
the winners by the Economics Club
president Robert Murphy at a reception on
Monday, May 9th. The prize money was
donated by a local business, and the
selection of the winning essays wasdone by
that business in conjunction with the ASC
Economics Club. This was just another
program which the Economics Club has
sponsored enhance economic awareness.
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Students Steamed Over Stingrays
Continued from page 1.

Considering the fact that many
students had no knowledge of the changes,
raised. So, he said, he asked how many a great deal of Armstrong State's so-called
didn'tcare, and about thirty-six hands went apathetic student body attended the press
up. "But that isn't an official poll," Logue conference. It just goes to show that the
continued. "You make it sound like you Pirates (or Stingrays) are not apathetic,
polled a large group of students." The reply
just uninformed.
The lines of
to Logu e's q uestioning was "that's what communication, it seems, have broken
random means." Obviously, however, this down.
"random poll" was completely inaccurate,
" 1 always thought that 1 ha d a good
as th e seventy-five plus students in line of communication with the
attendancehad very definite opinionsabout Administration," Student Government
Association President Kelly Swain stated.
the changes.
Still, Counsil argued that the athletic "Unfortunately, that hasn't been the case
teams were consulted because they would with this issue. 1 w ant to know why the
be the ones most affected by the changing Student Government was not informed or
of the colors a nd the mascot. A member of involved in this change."
But as was repeated in the press
the press, however, pointed out that ALL
Armstrong State students are affected by conference, it was not intended to be a
the change. "Even if the athletic teams are democratic process. "As an American, I'm
the ones wearing the colors and Stingray insulted," Student Photographic Services
on their uniforms," he said," all Armstrong Director Beverly English said. "When all
State students become Stingrays. The of the problems at SCAD started a few
mascot is an identity for all of the students, years ago (with theadministration's refusal
to allow students to form a Student
not just for the athletes."
And then, there is always the point Government Association), I wasvery proud
that the Stingrays will make Armstrong tobean Armstrong State student. 1 thought
State the butt of jokes in the community... nothing like that could ever happen here
after al l, the Armstrong State Stingrays because the students have always had a
voice. I didn't think that voice would ever
almost ask for ridicule.
One of the most alarming messages be ignored. I'm disappointed."
Furthermore, students are concerned
sent by the college's failure to include
students in the decision was the fact that with the additional expenditures required
theStudentGovernment was not consulted of the mascot and color change. Counsil
or informed. The SGA was created as a assured students, however, that only the
part of a system ofchecks and balances— as uniforms that were scheduled to be
the students' liaison to the administration. reordered this year will boast the new colors
The SGA, however, was not notified of and mascot.
"What about our cheerleading
this decision. If t he Administration does
uniforms?,"
asked cheerleader and Student
not recognize the validity of the SGA as an
Government
Association senator Lynn
important decision making body, then what
Wilson
.
"We
just ordered new ones... Do
is the reasonforits existence? If thecollege
you
mean
we're
going to wear maroon and
does no t want to be democratic, it can
gold
Pirates
uniforms
while we cheer for
always behave like the Savannah College
maroon
and
aquatic
blue Stingrays? I
of Art and Design and deny students a
thought
we
were
supposed
to be a team."
voice in the institution.

Dr. Bob Strozier and Dr. Roger Counsil field shots from siuaems m mc
press conference on May 13,1994.

Dr. Bob Strozier, Public Relations, Shows off the Stingray
The Pirate chairs on the sidelines will
remain as well until normal wear and tear
dictates a newpurchase. In other words, in
some ways we will remain the Armstrong
State Pirates, while in oth
ers we willbecome
the Armstrong State Stingrays. Yet
all of this change was in the name of
continuity.
Of course the Stingray is not the
only point of dissension among
students. Many find the color
change offensive as well, and there
seemed to bea great deal ofconfusion
over the color issue at the press
conference.
Although Counsil and Strozier
announced the new colors as
Maroon, silver, and Aquatic blue
(along with the "non-colors of
.white and black), Student
Government Association Senator
Sarah Buck pointed out a
discrepancy. "When we met with
the president yesterday, he saidsilver
was not a color because it was just as
expensive to reproduce as the gold.
That was why you got rid of the
gold. So what ARE the colors?
After a few minutes of arguing,
President Burnett stated thatsilver was not

B.A. Baker

one of the approved colors, as anyone who
would like to read the minutes of the
meeting would clearly see. When Buck
pushed the issue of the discrepancy further,
she was told the mention of silver was
simply a mistake.
SGA Vice President Alicia Kelly
brought up another point. "The students
are the reason this institution exists," Kelly
stated. "Without the students, there would
be no Armstrong State College." Her
point was, of course, that because the
students are the reason for the existence of
thecollege, their opinion should carry some
weight in decisions of such magnitude.
The reply to Kelly was that there would be
no college without a faculty and
administration either.
All in all, die gen
eral concensus among
students was anger— not with the change,
but with the way the change was handled.
All students, faculty and alumni can do is
wait.... and see what happens.

For related stories and features, See
"Administration Acknowledges
Student and Alumni Anger Over
Stingray Decision, Willing to
Review," page 2, and Letters to the
Editor, pages 4-7.
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Students React to the Stingrays
Change— There Are Two Sides to Every Coin
Dear Editor,
The first thing I would like to say is
that 1 commend ASC's administration,
especially President Burnett, for their ac
tion in rethinking the change of our mas
cot. As a student government senator,
many students approached me and stated
their concern regarding the lack of com
munication between the administration
and the students. Several faculty members
were also uninformed of the proposed
change. Why did-this occur? Well, one
could speculate but that is no longer an
issue.

Change? Think of change in a posi
tive light for a second. The civil rights
movement broughtchange. If we place our
thoughts to what good change will bri ng to
Armstrong, we may decide to support a
"change." Armstrong has grown to 5500
students. ASC has increased its faculty by
100. ASC is building a new Physical Edu
cation facility. ASC has implemented a
Physical Therapy degree. ASC is trying to
implement several more graduate degrees.
So if tradition is the question, remember
no one or thing is honor bound to infinity
by tr adition.

Stung By Stingray
Dear Editor,
The recent press conference
announcing the changes to the team name
and colors of ASC has caused a controversy
similar to that of the changing of the state
flag of Georgia. People don't like change,
especially when they cannot see the reason
for it or feel that one group of people has
made a decision based on their opinions
without asking others what they think about
the matter that clearly concerns all. The
push to change the state flag was seen by
many, not so much a means of making
amends to blackSoutherners whoseancestors
were brought here as slaves from foreign
countries during the time the flag flew, but
as a commercial ploy to entice more liberals
to the south. It isnot uncommon to travel to
the northern and western portions of our
nation to discover that Southerners are
viewed as backwoods, uneducated, swamp
dwelling, kin marrying folks who are
unforgiving of those not of their own kind.
I am wondering if th e push to change
the name of the mascot to a more modem
sounding name ofStingrays and the decision
to replace the color gold with teal is also not
a ploy to recruit more students from out of
state to come here. If one thinks about it, it
doesn't seem that far fetched. Teal is one of
the most popularsellingcolors amongyoung
adults at this time. All the new buildings on
ASC have been decorated in this color
scheme (see the new rug in the
administration building and thetrim on the
posts inside the bookstore. We have been
informed that this color iscalled "aqua" and
represents the city by the sea, because it is
the color of water. Anyone who has ever
swam in the waters ofSavannah can tell you
that the only aqua colored water you'll find
around here is in aswimming pool. The gold
of the Pirate's, who are well known for their
association with the sea, might stand for
conquest and adventure; seeking gold as the
highest form of excellence.
The "Stingrays" sounds like a name
that would attract the modern youth. It is
more upbeat and can lead to catchy

headlines, "ASC "stings" competition...",
etc. Could this be the real motive of the
change. Recently, [a represenative of the
sports department was questioned] by SPS
staff members for using school funds to take
pictures of scantily clad females at Tybee
Island. He defended his actions by saying
that the photos were tobe usedas a market ing
scheme to attract [male] athletes to
Armstrong. Unfortunately he wascorrect. It
is not enough that Savannah has one of the
oldest and largest historic districts in the
Southeast and sits along the A
tlantic Ocean
and intercoastal waterway. What interests
many young athletic males is women in
bikinis. While I h ave since reconciled my
differences with the sports department, I
can't help wonder if this new change is in
keepingwith the marketing of ASC and not
the more noble gesture of getting rid of the
"negative" image of the Pirates as students
have been told. We are told the decision has
been made and that it is final. It was a
decision that did not involve all
students...any students? Colorsand logos are
one thing, blatant denial of student
involvement and the ass-sumption that
students were too apathetic to care isthe real
issue. Those who do care are tired of batt
ling
the administration. We are adults. We
deserve to be treated as such.
As for improving the image of the
Pirates, that is something that should come
from improving the moral attitudes of the
people that represent the school. These
pirates, these people who have decided that
they will do whatever they please without
concern of what pleases other members of
this college, have apparently hoped to strike
gold of the financial type while disregarding
student rights. Perhaps in time we will see
that weare nota school ruledby adictatorship
and all will work out for the best. It is hoped
that college administrators now see that
concerned students deserve to be included
in decisions that i nvol ve them and that they
are not willing to be told what to do without
an acceptable reason for doing it.
Name Withheld

Now, think of change in a
negative light. Recently, and oh, how I
still mourn, the United States wanted
change. So now we have his and her
presidents. We may soon have a health
care plan that will literally "change" our
lives into God only knows.
So change is a two way perspective.

It's all in how you look at it. Maybe they—
not me—elected Clinton to show theworld
that life in the uninhaled United States is
for "change."
But as for ASC, the future is nev er
planned only accidental. "Change" is what
you make of it.
—Samone Joyner-Bell

Shiver Me Timbers—
Keep the Pirates Alive
Well, shiver me timbers... is i t a mutiny...
out with the Pirates, in with the Stingrays?
What happened to democracy, or is that just
for a privileged few ... I don't think so.
Where do these A.S.C. administrators come
from thinking that they can just change our
mascot with out even consulting the stu
dents that the mascot represents. (I think I
might have an identity crisis... am I a Pirate
or am I a Stingray, am I a Pirate or am I a
Stingray, am I a Pirate or amI a Stingray,...)
Where did they get the idea that Armstrong
State College needs an overhaul? Do they
feel that being a Pirate is not politically
correct? Political correctness is a farce. It's
just another way of saying I'm not happy
with who you say I am. Who you are is in
your heart. Afterall these years Armstrong
has existed as the iPrates, they say it's tim
e to

change. What a way t o break one's spirit.
The Pirates have become synonymous with
Armstrong, if you take away the Pirates it
would be like taking away the name... what
is left?
And for the colors, maroon and gold, on e
thing comes to my mtnd...red, white and
blue, if we don't like the colors should w e
change them?
Sincerly,,
Romie

Student Dissent Embarrasing
Dear Editor,
It was brought to my attention on
Thursday, May 11, that the administration
had changed our mascot to the Stingrays Armstrong State Stingrays (ASS). I noted
that the name of the new mascot is also the
name of a bar where, allegedly, an Arm
strong student wasraped las tyear. Whether
this incident actually occurred or not, the
negative association is evident. I was in
formed that the decision was made without
student representation of any kind, and
that costly changes would be paid for using
our athletic fees. These buzzing rumors
agitated and disturbed me, and so, in search
of rational answers to questions raised by
gossip-spreaders, I decided to attend the
press conference on Thursday afternoon. I
was almost embarrassed to be standing
among the rapaciously dissenting students
armed heavily with redundant questions
intended to humiliate our administrative
officers - including the President of this
college. Perhaps if we don't act like ASSes
the community will not perceive us as such.
Dr. Strozierand Dr. Council attempted
to dispel the rumors at the press conference.
All necessary changes will be enacted as
natural deterioration demands it. The im
plications that the name of ournew mascot

is purposefully related to the name of a bar
are inaccurate. There was no intended
correlation. It seems evident that the offi
cials who made this decision felt confident
that the incident at the bar is inour pastand
can (and should) be left there. As for the
administration's "oversight" in leaving the
student body out of the decision. . .1 fee l
that Dr. Council's apology was somewhat
unwarranted. We did have a student repre
sentative on the committee, however, she
only attended one of the two meetings.
There seems to have been a communica
tion problem that cannot solely be blamed
on anyone.
Change always brings with it some
form of dissent. I am not trying to belittle
the apprehensions of other students, but I
think that this matter could be approached
more rationally. I am proud to be an Arm
strong student (even if some overzealous
person might ridiculously construe from ita
derogatory acronym - we have always been
Armstrong State Students, you know). 1
am proud to be a Pirate, and, despite any
reservations about the change, I would be
proud to be a Stingray. Change is ne ver
perfect in every way, but it will always be a
necessary part of our lives.
—Tiffanie L. C. Rogers
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Call the Board of Regents
Dear Editor,

This parking lot thing keeps
coming up. What's being done
about it? We'll, if you ask Dr.
Buck from "Student Affairs" he
can quickly tell you that, "We are
so happy here at ASC because we
are now building a new Physical
Therapy Dept. (among other
Depts.) and it is going to hold all
these new, wonderful classrooms,"
Wow! — Now, where are we
gonna park? I w ould like to know,
don't they think their educating
us any better than this to know
that talking about a new building
still doesn't address the parking
problem?
ASC will soon have to offer a
course on "Safety in the Campus
Parking Lot" due to all the fist
fights for parking spots. Or maybe
we could get 5 credit hours for all
the time each quarter that we
spend swarming for parking
places.
Now I realize we cannot blame
Dr. Buck for what he has been
paid, I mean trained, to say in
order to keep up Public Relations
with our bank accounts. If we all
boycott classes one quarter till

they solve the problem the maybe
they will clean the wax out of
their ears. But, I h ave a better
solution seeing as how we have all
screamed till we are blue in the
face and ASC faculty has made it
perfectly clear that they could
give a crap they have personalized
spaces, then maybe its time to
take this to people that might be
(I have lost hope in anyone) our
last resort. . .THE BOARD OF
REGENTS (404) 656-2266, it's
worth the long distance charges.
My greatest wish is to come back
to school Fall quarter to a brand
new parking garage. Also, one
last comment. A different man
ner of publication of the meeting
that was held regarding the
parking problem might be imple
mented. I t hink it is safe to say in
spite of our non-traditional
school, people would have made a
point to attend the meeting.
However, maybe our students
thought it was useless to attend
given the fact that the ASC
Public Relations staff always feeds
us B.S. anyway.

Shelley Carroll, Editor
Annette Logue and Grace Robbins, Assistant Editors

Staff Writers

Michael Anderson
Benjamin A. Baker
Sissy Boatright
Jeffrey DeLoach
Chris Edenfield
Beverly English
Hank "Scoop" Finkelmeyer

Editor,
I rea d the last issue of th e
Inkwell and 1 would li ke to point
out a few observations. The
article in particular I am
referring to was the one about
Dr. Douglas. Now I don't know
Dr. Douglas personally, nor
have I ha d him as a professor,
therefore 1 would not know if
he's a good professor or one
students would label as a "don't
take," however, 1 have heard
he's demanding. Well,
depending on your course load
that can be okay and that can
be a problem. I would like to
say that from my experience at
ASC, there are a lot of
demanding professors. It's not
that I don't respect them for
trying to do their job with
dedication, but I th ink that
sometimes the professors at
ASC tend to have some sort of
FALSE belief that because you
are taking their class you must
be interested. We all know that
this is not the case. Sometimes
these things are beyond our

control even though we do pay
quite a bit just to take these
special classes. Another
impression I get f rom some of
the ASC professors is that if
you are not taking their class
with enthusiasm then they
must make it, how shall we
say—"worth your while" or "so
that you'll remember it." I
think that its important if you
are one of these professors that
you need to think about things
a little bit harder and
remember this is not a war
between you and the student to
see if they can pass your class. 1
don't think that's the fair way
to be. As for the lady who
defends Dr. Douglas. 1 am glad
you like him—I always enjoy a
"Human" professor. But, we
need to look at the other guys
perspective too. Maybe he's
not a psychology major—you
don't think that has anything
to do with why you lik e Dr.
Douglas so much do you?
Name Withheld

—Name Withheld

£ Inkwell Staff

Krita Aliffi

Here We Go Again

Harvey "Bud" Finkelmeyer
Mary Henry
Jayre Lee
Stacy McClain

ASC Needs Graduate
Seminars for Up and
Coming Graduates
To The Editor,
»cp
I'm an up and coming graduate and I w ould ike to see ASC
help graduates get a better perspective on the job market, know
there is a department that has information aboutthe job market,
but I think that students would get a better idea first: hand ASG
needs to better equip and educate its students on finding the right

J.B. Nichols
Aurelia Roth
Eileen Sanders
Rebekha Sigler

Contributors
A.S.C. Economics Club
Vice President Frank Butler
Dr-^e Rhee
Dr. Keith Douglass
Darrell Stephens, S.I.D.
Advisor
Micki Lee

3°b To

my knowledge there are no seminars being held on the
subject this quarter. ASC could have seminars where guest
speakers would come and tell how he/she succeeded and what he/
he had to do to become successful. Bring speakers from each
ethnic group and from each major. This gives everyone the
opportunity to hear for themselves how and what they too ca
to succeed. This is not promising them success it s just a way
saying ASC cares about your future not just your money^
If my suggestion is already being put into action then u g
y0u to make it known to the student body^
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Swashbuckling Pirates in Savannah
An Historical Defense of the Pirate Mascot

By Shelley Carroll
Editor'iri'Chief
As most people know by no w, many
Armstrong State students are upset over
the change of mascot. The Pirate has
been replaced by the Stingray, and
students are fuming mad.
We all know that Armstrong State
Stingrays carries a rather unpopular
acronym. Many students have voiced
the opinion that they would much rather
be sailing the seven seas than swimming
under them. And if Pirates "rape, pillage
and plunder," they instill fear — well,
isn't that what a mascot is supposed to do
to an opposing team? And we have all
heard that one of the reasons for the
change was to alleviate the negative
connotations associated with Pirates.
What many people have failed to
examine, however, is the history of
Pirates in the Savannah community.

As every native Georgian knows,
the colony of Georgia was founded at
Savannah in 1733 by British General
James Edward Oglethorpe. The colony
was, to be quite blunt, one of debtors and
indigents. Oglethorpe had for some time
been concerned with the conditions of
British Prisons. When a favorite author
of his was imprisoned for debts and later
died of disease in prison, Oglethorpe, a
member of the British Parliament, began
an in-depth query into the state of
British prisons. What he found starded
him.
Many Britons were being jailed
because they were unable to pay their
debts. They were released only when
their debts were paid. It is difficult,
however, to make money to pay your
debts while imprisoned. Quite frankly,
unless you have a rich uncle or friends in
high places, you were almost doomed to
life imprisonment. And in the 1700's,

Swain Speaks
By President Kelly Swain
Student Qovernment Association
May 13, 1994 was a Friday the 13th
that I will never forget. For thefirst time,
while in office as President of the SGA,
I really realized what it meant to be the
Student Body President of Armstrong
State College. After the reaction of
many students, I had to act immediately
to the concerns and fears that
Armstrong's traditions and values may
be thrown out of the window without
any regard for the student body. My first
reaction was that the Administration
had double crossed the student body and
completely eliminated all of the "Open
Door Policies" that Armstrong is known
for.
Due to much secrecy I did not find
out about the changing of the school's
colors, logo, or even the mascot until the
afternoon of Thursday, May 12. Soon
after this information was given to me, I
spoke with several administrators about
this issue. At this time they thought that
the deal was done and nothingelse could
be done. To my dismay, for the next 72
hours Armstrong State College wasgiven
a lot of bad press. However, out of this
bad press Armstrong learned that the
students are not apathetic, and that
Savannah cares how Armstrong State
College presents itself. The alumni also
responded with great concern.
Dr. Burnett then called a meeting
with the Student Government

Association on Tuesday, May 17. This
meeting showed me that our
administration lives up to their
nationally ranked honor. At this
meeti ng the admi nistration announced
that all plans of the new logo and colors
are being reconsidered.
This
reconsideration was assigned to a
committee to investigate the procedures
that the administration used in order to
decide on the "Sti ngray" logo and colors.
I will be on this committee and will be
relying on the senate for their input
from the students.
This has been a plus for the Student
Government Association because it
gives us hope that one day Armstrong
will be known for the active students
and the positive decisions they have
influenced at the college. As a student
of Armstrong State College, please help
the Student Government voice the
correct opinions of the college. To do
this, find out who your Senators are and
tell them your opinions or call 9275350 and leave a message on the voice
mail. We also invite all students to all
SGA meetings. Currently, the SGA
meets every Thursday at 12:00 noon in
Room 204 of the Memorial College
Center. Thankyouforbeingconcerned
students and remember that your voice
does count.
Sincerely,
Kelly M. Swain
Armstrong State College
Student Government President

the prisons were in squalorous
conditions, and disease ran rampant.
Oglethorpe, then, petitioned the
crown for a charter colony. His plan
was to take the debtors and indigents out
of the British prisons and to the new
colony of Georgia. How the colony
would succeed economically was yet to
be seen. But on 12 February 1733,
Oglethorpe landed at Savannah with 114
settlers aboard the Queen Anne.
During colonial times, die British
Empire passed many acts of legislation
restricting its colonies to trade only with
in the empire. This British monopoly
led to a great deal of black market trade.
This is where the pirates come in.
Although the local law forbade trade
with the pirates and outlawed piracy in
general, local merchants were very fond
of the swashbuckling adventurers from
the sea. The law and the merchants did
not see eye to eye, but the pirates so
loved Savannah and Savannah so loved
the pirates, that an extensive black
market trade began. It is fair to say part
of Savannah and the colony of Georgia's
economic success can be attributed to
the pirates.
Yet the administration stated that
one reason for axing the Pirates was the
negative image of a pirate raping,
pillaging and plundering. While this
may be somewhat true, many people
view pirates as Robin Hood figures,

stealing from the rich and giving to the
poor.
You see, more oft than not, the
pirates terrorized official British ships
travelling to and from the colonies. Very
seldom did the pirates terrorize the
residents of Savannah. They were, in
fact, very popular. Local folklore speaks
of the pirates in Savannah, and our very
own Pirates' House is an outstanding
example of pirates in Savannah history.
Does this carry negative connotations?
And let's not forget that the literary
classic Treasure Island, a tale of piracy
and adventure, even mentions
Savannah, Georgia. So not all images of
pirates are negative. In fact, stories like
The Pirates of Penzanze romanticize the
profession of piracy. In many cases,
pirates have grown to romantic and
almost mythical characters in anything
from children's stories to movies to
classic literature. So in all fairness, I feel
the need to defend the Pirate as the
mascot of Armstrong State College. We
talk so much about our place in the
Savannah community, yet at the same
time we are throwing out a piece of
community history in the name of
political correctness. I am proud to be a
Pirate— Armstrong State needs to
embrace the Pirates as a part of local
history and folklore, and throw the
Stingrays back to sea.

Letter Policy Department
The Inkwell welcomes letters praising or criticizing the editorial opinions or policies of thi
newspaper. Letters to the editor may be hand-writtenor typed (double spaced) and theyshouli
not exceed 600 words. They may also be submitted on 3.25" floppy disk, provided they ari
formatted with a Macintosh and they are in MacWrite or Pagemaker. Letters must be signet
and include a valid mailing address for verification, but names will be withheld upon request
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit letters for style or content. Please address letters toShelle'
Carroll, Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street, Savannah, Georgia, 31419.
The Inkwell also welcomes guest editorials. They must be submitted one week prior to thi
submission deadline, and it must meet the approval of the Editorial Board.

Circulation Department
The Inkwell is distributed on Wednesdays five times a quarter. Copies may be obtained in the
distribution boxes located in Hawes Hall, Solms Hall, the Cafeteria, the Fine Arcs Building, the
gymnasium, the Administration building, Gamble Hall, the Lane Library, and Victor Hall.
Subscriptions are available for home delivery (through the mail, actually) for the paltry sum of
$5 a quarter. Please address all inquiries to:Shelley Carroll, The Inkwell, 11935 Abercorn Street,
Savannah, Georgia, 31419.

Advertising Department
The Inkwell's national advertising rates are as
follows:
$ 7.50 per column inch
Discounts are available.
Call (912) 927-5351 for more information.
Insertion Rates: $75 per 1000
1000 minimum; 2500 maximum. No barcerin'.
The Inkwell is published five times per academic quartet, bi-weekly on alternate Wednesdays. It
is a student publication and does not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the faculty,
administration, the University System of Georgia, or the Board of Regents.
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How Do You Feel About the Stingray?
Help the SGA Represent Your Views to the Administration.
•Please Place Surveys in Inkwell Drop Box in the Cafeteria*

1. Do you prefer the Pirate, or the Stingray?
2. Do You Object to the Pirate?
—
3. What Other Suggestions Would You Offer Instead.
4. How Do You Feel About th^Way the Stingray Decision
^WhatAtout that Process Would You Like to See Changed
This Time Around?
—
—
Please feel free to make any additional commen s..

i
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Film Scapes

By Jayre Lee
Staff Writer

Wow...this quarter is almost over. I guess time does
fly when you're having a good time, doesn't it?
(Yeah, right.) For this last-one-before-the-dogdays-of-summer issue, I've assembled a motley
collection of films for your viewing pleasure. If
you're looking for love-driven vengeance (The
Crow), prehistoric beasts (Jurassic Park), domestic
mayhem (Serial Mom), or warm mushy stuff with
an edge on it (When A Man Loves A Woman),
then you've come to the right place. Step on up
and place your order...

First, the Crow leads Eric back to the apart
ment which he had shared with Shelly. There, he
relives the horror of that night - but only up to
that point at which he was killed. For more
answers, he follows the black bird of eternal night
to Tin-Tin, one of the gang members responsible
for the double-slaying. Before Tin-Tin "runs out of
breath," he tells Eric where the engagement ring
was pawned. Eric meets with the shop owner,
retrieves the ring, and makes a grand exit right
into the path of Patrolman Albrecht (Hudson),
the one man able to help him discover Shelly's
final fate - death after thirty hours of pain.
Truly inspired, Eric sets off to find the other
gang members responsible for her death: T-Bird
(Kelly of The Warriors), Fun-Boy, and the speed
freak. Along the way to settling the score, Eric
finds that these guys were just doing the bidding of
a twisted mind (Massee) and its evil sister (Ling).
Great madness and mayhem ensues, as well as a
few deftly placed comic touches which serve the
tale well.
This one's rated R for the language, the
violence, and the "adult" situations. (If you have
to ask, then you're too young to see this one.) Very
good music (The Cure, Nine Inch Nails, Stone
Temple Pilots, et al), excellent camera work
(especially those scenes where the running man is
spotlighted by a hovering helicopter), fabulous
miniature sets, and a story line that makes this
flick darker than Batman dared to be - wow!

The Crow
Cast: Brandon Lee, Ernie Hudson, Rochelle Davis,
Sofia Shinas,
Michael Massee, David Patrick Kelly, Bai
Ling
Director: Alex Proyas

Based on the grief-inspired comic written by
James O'Barr and fashioned into a gothic screen
play by David J. Schow and John Shirley, this is an
escapist fantasy of the highest order. Given an
extra measure of poignancy and allure by the
untimely death of its star, Brandon Lee, the silver
screen allows all to see the great promise held by
this young man and shows that this film will stand
as a testimonial to his talent.
"Sometimes, something so bad happens that
the Crow can bring that soul back to put the
wrong things right." So states Sarah (Davis), our
narrator and a skate-boarding adolescent, as the
camera pans across the rooftops of this Gotham esque and futuristic Detroit. She is recalling the
tale of Eric (Lee) and Shelly (Shinas), a young
couple, deeply in love, brutally slain on the night
prior to their Halloween wedding. The Crow is the
messenger from the other side of death, summon
ing Eric Draven from his grave one year later to
wreak vengeance and thereby allow the reuniting
of the souls of the two lovers.

Serial Mom
Cast: Kathleen Turner, Sam Waterston, Ricki
Lake, Matthew Lillard, Patricia Hearst, Suzanne
Somers
Director: John Waters

She recycles, she never wears white shoes after
Labor Day, she always wears her seatbelt in the
car, and she firmly believes that those who disobey
these little rules are in need of annihilation. She's
SERIAL MOM, portraying to the world a meekand-mild housewife and mother of two, but
secretly a closet horror fen and groupie of psycho
paths such as Manson and Bundy. She's Beverly
Sutphin (Turner), Baltimore's first serial killer.
On the surface, everything seemed quite
normal. Eugene Sutphin (Waterston), long-time
loving husband and father, is a mild-mannered
dentist. Misti (Lake) attends college and is a big
hit at the local flea market. Chip (Lillard) is a
typical high-school kid, working at a nearby video
mart and revelling in horror flicks. The family
attends church on Sundays, abstains from use of
"the brown word," and recycles glass jars, tin and
aluminum cans, magazines and newspapers, and
plastic products. How wholesome can ya get?
Then, on Friday the 14th (of May, 1993), the
woman who ran the household and took care of

everyone's needs went on a murderous binge. At
daybreak, two detectives arrived to question the
Sutphins about the obscene phone calls and notes
which a divorced neighbor is receiving. Just a fact
finding mission, nothing more. The parents are
properly aghast that such a thing is occurring near
their home, BUT...when the detectives have
exited and the other family members have gone on
their merry ways, we find that mom is not quite as
pristine as she appears! Oh, what a little devil she
is! And it only gets better after she "takes careoP'
a pesky math teacher (at Divine's old high school).
This one is hilarious and Kathleen Turner
deserves much of the credit. She must have been
just itching to get a juicy little role like this,
especially since her War of the Roses co-star
(Michael Douglas) had gotten a turn at a man
gone wild (Falling Down). She lets fly with her
Sunday-morning smile and Friday-night eyes in
such a convincing manner that you just KNOW
those folks who got offed must have truly deserved
it. (Don't you dare zoom into MY parking space,
sister, or you just might live to regret it...)
Rated R for language and dangling livers,
violence and implied sociopathic logic. Let the
kids see 3 Ninjas Kick Back or Cops And Robbersons
while you indulge in a bit of dementia for a while.
It's really quite soothing for frazzled nerves...

When A Man Loves A Woman
Cast: Meg Ryan, Andy Garcia, Lauren Tom,
Philip Hoffmann, Ellen
Burstyn
Director: Luis Mandoki

Now here's a film that speaks to the entire
family of an addict. In this case, the drug of choice
is alcohol (especially vodka) and the addict is a
mother of two, a school guidance counselor, and
the wife of an airline pilot. Alice (Ryan) and
Michael (Garcia) have been married for five years
and have two daughters: Casey and Jessie.
Michael is quite smitten with Alice, so much
that he initially overlooks the frequency with
which she drinks to excess. She gets drunk, wakes
up hungover, and he takes care of everything. She
claims loneliness as her reason, so they go on a
holiday to Mexico. There, after a sotted Alice
nearly drowns, Michael tells her that "wringing her
out at the end of an evening is less fun than it used
to be." She promises to quit drinking, he believes
her, and they return home.
Her drinking goes undercover. Bottles in the
linen closet, bottles in the pantry, bottles hidden
within easy reach all over the house. The children
see what's happening, but Michael believes all is
well at home. Not until Alice passes out in the
bathroom and falls through the shower door does
he realize how deeply her addiction runs.

While Students Wrestled with the
Stingray Issue,

If you've been actively involved in Armstrong
campus activities and plan to graduate by December
31,1995 you may be eligible for selection to Who's
Who Among Students in American Colleges and
Universities.
Applications Available in
the Student Activities Office
Application Deadline

October 25,1994

The Administration
Danced Around It.
A.S.C COUPON

FREE HALF-HOUR
OF POOL!

1-3051 Abercorn Street
Savannah, Ga., 31419

LIMIT ONE PER PERSON PER VISIT

FREE HALF-HOUR OF POOL
W/ LUNCH PURCHASE
MON.—FRI.!
TUESDAY NI GHT IS
COLLEGE NIGHT!
1/2 PRICE POOL AND $1.00
DRAFTS W/ ASC I.D.!
FEATURING 1 8 POOL TABLES, 2
1:00 A.M. M ON.—THURS
2:00 A.M. FRI.—SAT.
MIDNIGHT ON SU NDAY

DART BOARDS, SHUFELEBOARD, & A
SMOKE-FREE EN VIRONMENT!
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Film Scapes...
continued
1 won't tell you anymore right now. 1 just want to
say that this movie addresses the feelings of ALL of
the members of the family of an addict. Unlike Clean
And Sober, which dealt with a single man, this film
gives you hsr story, and his story, and the stories of the
children. If you take nothing else from this story, take
this one thought: an addict needs no external reason
to turn to drugs and, consequently, no external reason
Will be sufficient to keep an addict away from the drug
of choice.
The film is rated R because of some blue language,
some nudity, and the theme. Actually, a PG-13 should
have sufficed, but perhaps the movie-raters think the
adult populace should view this sans children. Sounds
like a great film for a field trip in Sociology or Psychol
ogy, doesn't it?

Jurassic Park

Before the park can be opened, though, the
insurance company requires assurance of the safety of
the visitors from the exhibits. Hammond enlists the aid
of a mathematical statistician, Ian Malcolm
(Goldblum), and an archaeological team, Alan Grant
(Neill) and Ellie Satler (Dern). Knowing that "seeing is
believing," Hammond arranges for the group to experi
ence the wonders of the park via a tour in mechanized
jeeps. The group is led by Robert Muldoon (Peck), the
park's game warden, and is accompanied by Hammond s
grandkids, Lex and Tim, as well as the lawyer represent
ing the insurance company.
Now, throw in a fierce thunderstorm and mix well.
Add the complications of a disgruntled computer-whiz
employee with big financial problems. Stir in the virusinduced collapse of the park's management software
(and the loss of control of the electrified fences which
restrain the animals) when that employee takes his
leave. Sit back and wait for the stew to come to a boil.
Enjoy with lots of relish!
The cast is outstanding in this film. Sam Neill and
Laura Dern deserve Oscar nominations for their

performances. Richard Attenborough gives a solid
portrayal of a man who realizes, almost too late, his
flawed reasoning. Jeff Goldblum's character renders
well-needed and intelligent comic relief. The real stars,
though, are the men behind the scenes: Rick Carter,
designer of the leafy ancient world; Stan Winston,
dinosaur builder extraordinaire; and Dennis Muren (of
Industrial Light & Magic), computer programmer and
dinosaur animator. Reportedly, the human cast regarded
the multi-ton mechanical beasts as believably real and
menacing.
The movie has its fair share of violence, replete
with very loud noises and the occasional stray body
part. No sex, no nudity, no cursing, just simple prehis
toric-style savagery. If you're trying to decide whether
this film is suitable for young audiences, just consider
this question: would you take your kids to see Jaws! If
your answer is negative, then you should also refrain
from bringing them this high-intensity cinematic
thriller. Don't worry, I'm sure it'll come to TV eventu
ally - with the scariest parts hidden behind the (fre
quent) commercials.

Coming Soon in Studio A
"Scent of a Woman"
May 16—22
Unforgiven9 9
May 23—29

u
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"In the Line of Fire"
May 31—June 4

Cast: Sam Neill, Laura Dern, Jeff Goldblum, Richard
Attenborough,
Bob Peck, Samuel L. Jackson
Director: Steven Spielberg

It's back! The emotional roller coaster which
turned your stomach in knots has returned for a
limited time to the big silver screen. Why? Well, it's
soon to be available for purchase at video marts
everywhere and, like Walt Disney discovered a long
time ago, a little recent box office play is just the thing
to whet the appetite for possession.
Spielberg has continually demonstrated his skills
as a master manipulator of audiences in his previous
hits (beginning with Jaws in the '70's) and his powers
are still fully operational for this movie (based on the
novel by Michael Crichton, who co-wrote this
screenplay with David Koepp). The action occurs on a
small island off the coast of Costa Rica. John
Hammond (Attenborough) has constructed a new
amusement park which offers a history lesson with
impact and features-living dinosaurs! The animals
had been recreated from the blood inside prehistoric
mosquitoes which had been perfectly preserved in
amber millions of years previously. (The little ani
mated film on DNA is simple and informative...Too
bad we don't have it for CHE201 class!)

sponsored by
College Union Board's
Visual And Performing
Arts Committee
Movies run Monday- Sunday
M-F 9 am, 12 Noon, 3pm, & 6pm
Saturday 1pm & 3p m
Sunday 5pm & 7pm
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Faculty Forum: Just What Is Public History?
By Dr. Christopher Hendricks
Department of History
The question is inevitable. You have
just met someone at a party or some other
gathering, and like clockwork they ask, "So
what kind ofhistory do you teach?" That's
the problem. I teach public history. But by
and large po one has aclue what that is, and
I know good and well that the person who
is asking is just making conversation and
really do esn't want to spend the time it
would take to explain it. I usually just
answer "American."
Isn't all history public? Well, to a
certain extent yes, but public history as a
discipline refers to history that is packaged
and made available for a general audience,
not just students and other historians. It
also is re sponsible for training the people
who aredoing the packaging. It's the local
historical society, the county museum, the
house museum down the street, county and
state recordsfacilities, thestate preservation
office, government information agencies,
the National Archives, and myriad other
things. Public historians also work on
court cases, help formulate public policy,
keep business records, even work on period
motion pictures. Public history is the way
the story of the past is presented to the
public and how that presentation gets put
together.
Public history also differs from other
types of history in its approach to the study
of the past. Think back to your last high
school or college history class. Probably
what you remember is the act
f that you had
to spend a lot of time memorizing a list of
dates and the names of a few rich men over
forty who fought in wars or were great

political leaders. What about the other
people? Have you ever wondered about
what happened to the other 99% of the
people in the world? Weren't they just as
important? They were born, grew up, got
married, had children, worked, died. What
were their lives like? What did they eat?
What did they wear? What kinds of things
were important to them? What did they
think was important to teach theirchildren?
When people get interested in
genealogy (which is public history, by t he
way), they often try to find some famous
"founding father" in their family tree and
aredisappointed when there isn'tone. They
shouldn't be. American society is diverse;
that's what makes it unique and interesti ng.
And because public history is geared to
members of the public, most of whom are
not wealthy, brilliant military or political
leaders, it emphasizes average people. But
there's a problem. One of the reasons we
know a lot about the rich and famous is
because they are the ones who wrote things
down or who had things written about
them. The same thing is true for events.
We know a lot about the battle of Savannah
in the Civil War for example, but we may
notknow what the average soldier waslike;
what kind of house he lived in; what he
bough thiskidsforChristmas;or even wha t
he had for breakfast. Public history teaches
new approaches, new ways of getting that
kind of information.
When did all of this new fangled
thinking get started? Actually it began
about 150 years ago when people around
the country started local historical groups
liketheGeorgiaHistoricalSociety. People
got interested in their past and started
building collections and doing research.
Pretty soon they needed ways to store and
keep up with all of the information and

built archives. Then they wanted to show common people often don't leave records,
off the facts they had gathered and the students are trained to analyze the things
relics of the past that they had rescued from they do leave behind - t heir houses, their
'.e attic, and opened museums. In the possessions, even their stories. Public
1920's after the creation of Colonial history isoften interdisciplinary borrowing
Williamsburg, groups started savi ng bigger knowledge
and
methods
from
objects - houses, and opened them up as
anthropology, art history, architecture, and
other disciplines. Students learn how to
digfor people's history on an archa
eological
"Public history is site. They are taught how to "read" what
an object or an old building can say about
exactly what is sounds like. its owners. They also master ways of
It is a discipline which preserving that building or object, so that it
will continue to exist for future people to
teaches people how to cnjoyandstudy. They discover how to talk
investigate their past, and with and interview people about their
personal histories.
how to tell that story to
If they choose, Armstrong students
can train to work in archives, museums,
others."
government or any of the other host of
places public historians are employed.
Because students may havea specific unique
house museums. Even later, instead of just
job description i n mind when they come to
saving the houses of the rich and famous,
Armstrong, a specific program of study can
groups like the Historic Savannah
be developed for them. Students also have
Foundation launched the preservation
the advantage of hands on experience
movement. During the Depression the
through internships with public history
Federal government also got involved in
agencies orcan arrange independent studies
public history and started the National
with experts in their particular field. The
Archives, sponsored WPA history projects,
opportunities are as vast as the field itself.
and wrote histories of the military,
Public history isexactly what it sounds
American agriculture, and a number of
like. It is adiscipline which teaches people
other agencies. Finally, in the 1970's
how to investigate their past, and how to
collegesgot into the actand started training
tell that story to others. It helps members
their students in the "new field.
of the public understand their own role in
Armstrong State was an early
shaping and interpreting the past. The
participant in the public history movement
next ti me someone asks what kind ofhistory
when an historic preservationist joined the
I teach, I'll still probably answer
faculty in 1977. Later, the history
"American." Afterall, history isstill history.
department added positions foran historical
Public history is just a different way of
archaeologist, a museum specialist, an
looking at it.
historical geographer, and an archivist.
These professors are still historians, but
they do history in ditterent ways. Because

Armstrong State Birthday Blues Bash
Thursday, May 26th on the patio!
Featuring K.J. James

12 PM
^5 ~ ~
MCC Patio
>?
Come Join Us for our Birthday Celebration!
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People andViaces... Hong Cdgo andcTar tXway

Queen of Hearts...Take Her or Leave Her
By Aurelia Roth
Staff Writer

Is the Queen of Hearts getting to you? Do you find
yourself scanning the paper every morning to find the newest
scoop? Or have you failed to keep up with the affair of the
Queen which has involved various important life-supporting
institutions such as the "Board of Liqueur Licensing" and the
"Board of Gambling," as well as various entrepreneurs who
like to experiment with signatures and —your money?
If you d on't spend sleepless nights, wrestling with your
conscience whether to throw your money into the beckoning
arms of the Queen or not, you probably can't really appreciate
this latest drama of the South. Here, attempting to mix two
"Southern No-No's" ( —gambling and drinking—) into an
acceptable melange involves even the Supreme Court.
You see, gambling in this region of the globe is considered
a sin, while in other parts of the world, it ranks merely as a
diversion, possibly a vice. But what is a vice? In the German
language, it stands for: bad habit, naughtiness, something of
ill breeding, a mistake. Now, isn't that much easier to digest
than a sin?
The general attitude of Europeans towards vices is a
"take it or leave it" stance; that makes them simply less
uptight about pastimes such as gambling, sex and drinking.
They —rightly— assume that legality of certain activities
does not prompt people to indulge in them. Just because it is
legal to jump from a bridge does not make them do so.
Therefore, gambling, prostitution, and drinking on Sunday,
or a mixture of it, is legal, unlike in Savannah, and no bigdeal.
In Austria, for example, some aspects of t hose "vices"
might be even considered humorous. Vienna's prostitutes
who have state-issued ID cards and have regular free health
checks, take their complaints to their own well-organized
union. (That makes the title of"Madame Chairman" take on
a little bit of a different connotation, come to think of it!)
Gays and Lesbians have their own lavender-painted (—I'm
not making this up!—) multistory apartment house, sitting
smack in the middle of the "regular" housing area. And
imbibers can get fancy liqueurs on top of their ice cream —
or next to it, for all it matters,— in the crisp environment of
an ice cream parlor.
Gambling in Austria is run by the government in
beautiful, elaborate casinos, complete with special tokens,
designed by well-known contemporary artists, and, of course,
means ofwining and dining. All potential players orgamblers
have to do, is to show an ID card, which registers them on a

computer, and abide by a dress code. In
return, they get a controlled atmosphere of
relaxation, elegance and suavity, parlors in
red satin and gold with the sparkling reflection
of mirrors and chandeliers, and live piano
music. People in Vienna slink in after a nice
evening at the Opera, or in pursuit of a little
side trip from their evening stroll ; and for
most, it's of no more significance than any
other form of entertainment.
I occasionally visit the casino in Vienna,
when I'm in the city, but I don't spend a lot
of money. And while I'm not opposed to
winning mucho dinaro, I love to watch the
various types of players, as well as the slick
dealers who, in their handsome tuxedos,
address ladies with the old-fashioned
"Gnaedige Frau," —"Honorable Lady," while
they, sovereignly, preside over the games.
Sure, there are lots of "real" gamblers, but
hey, that's their problem! They're grown
people who are responsible for themselves!
What do you say to an older lady, who
confesses to having gambled away her whole
retirement money? "Are you out of your
m ind ?" And what do you think if you see the
most popular Austrian TV host throw 1.000 Shilling tokens
around (worth approximately $100) like Mardi Gras revelers
the confetti? Utterly amazing! Sure enough, not so long ago,
he declared bankruptcy and then had the gumption to ask his
fans for donations to bail him out. Hahaha!!
This man is,of course, the typical Runyonesque gambler:
a con-man type, very charming, loved by the ladies, a
flamboyant dresser. But so what? None of these endearing
attributes are going to help him in jail. Particularly not the
latter! What's more, he probably won't even be famous one
day,like Diamondjim Brady, (—my favorite in that genre—
) Jimmy the Greek (—not my favorite at all— ) or Poker
Alice.
Let's face it: common sense is what it's all about, folks!
If you can say, 'Take it or leave it," you got the right attitude.
Then you can simply enjoy a little change of pace by visiting
the gambling palaces in Vienna, in Baden of the Vienna
Woods, or in Salzburg, on top of the Monk's Mountain, from
which you have a spectacular view of the city. You could then
graduate to mingling with he creme de la creme, in the royal
casino in Monaco, or to the glittering sem i-monde of Macao.
This tiny
exotic peninsula in
China can be easily
reached with one of
Hong Kong's Star
ferries. But have your
passport ready since its
a Portuguese territory.
Visited by travelers
from all over the
world, it is a sort of
"Gamblers unite!"
affair and the epitome
of a dazzling James
B o n d - t y p e
playground. Marlene
Dietrich's "creator,"
the eccentric movie
director Joseph von
Sternberg, used it as a
backdrop for one of his
melodramatic flicks,

Yugoslavian port city of Mali Losinj.

Casino in Baden near Vienna.
in which the slightly shady Jady, Jane Russell, meets poker
face Robert Mitchum.
"Live and let live" is a good attitude, not just for James
Bond. Dig that, Savannah! As a pleasant diversion and a
crackle in the human fabric, a bagatelle like gambling should
not have to worry anybody. And just as I have never had bad
experiences with people's little games, I don't fear
thunderstorms either; they're nature's little games.
I remember the night on board of the Sea Vagabond,,
which had carried me and my friends up and down the
Dalmatian coast. We had dropped anchor overnight, in the
harbor of Mali Losinj, when I was awakened by the sound of
strong winds, accompanied by quickly increasing thunder
and splashing raindrops; the ship was swaying violently.
Gathering my air mattress from the deck, I climb down
to the hull, sleepy and intent to continue my night's rest. The
storm really roars now, as I mold myself into my proper berth.
In the meantime, measures are taken on deck: I hear footsteps
thumping wildly across the deck and the voice of the Captain,
shouting orders to his crew, in Croatian. Ropes are pulled and
chains are clanging. And all of this is sometimes drowned out
by the sharp crackling and sputtering of thunderclaps. The
rain has become heavy and steady like the beat of a jungle
drum.
Everything on deck is drowning in a big flo
od by now, —
as I am told the next morning,— and an avalanche of towels
and bathing suits, forgotten packs of cigarettes and
miscellaneous items is sweeping across the deck. A giant
water melon, left there from last night's dinner, is wildly
rolling about and eventually ends up split in half.
The rising and falling waves of the sea, the swooshing
sound of flood and rain, the pitter-patter of feet and assuring
voices of a competent crew whom 1 trust, and the rumbling
of thunder make up this wonderful storm melody, which
eventually rocks me, tenderly and soothingly, back to sleep.
When I wake the next morning, the spectacle has given way
to a clear blue sky, spanning the horizon, and I feel rested and
refreshed.
Is anybody still thinking about the Queen of Hearts ?Ah
well; unimportant as it is,her day will come, nevertheless, one
way or the other, sooner or later.
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Armstrong State Pirates Finish Season Ranked Sixth
The Armstrong State baseball Pirates ended the
1994 regular season with a 46-12-1 record and a
number six ranking in the Collegiate Baseball
Division II poll.
ASC 16
Erskine 1
ASC pounded Erskine 16-1 behind 19 hits.
Clint Brooks went the distance to gain his eighth
win as 11 different Pirates had hits and ten different
players drove in at least one run in the win.

Erskine 7-2 ASC 6-7
ASC dropped the first game of a doubleheader
7-6 when Erskine scored three runs in the bottom of
the ninth. Deron Spink and Jason Miller had two hits
each for ASC.
The Pirates took a 7-2 decision in game two as
Gregg Thomas made a successful return from back
surgery to post his fifth win against no losses. Thomas
pitched 4 1/3 innings, allowing five hits, striking out
two and walking two in his stint.
John Wilson had three hits for ASC. Tony
Kunka and Dave McLaughlin added two hits each.

Senior Pitcher Gregg Thomas

Pirates Gain Bid to

Tournament
For the seventh consecutive year the
\SC baseball Pirates will compete for a
:hance to advance to NCAA II National

Championships..
ASC,4642 and rankedsixth in the latest
Collegiate Baseball Division II poll, will
play Wingate (3544) at1:06 pmon Friday,
May 20th in Columbus. Columbus (35-21)
rounds out the 19514 South Atlantic
ASC has been in the
tournament field every
year since 19^08* The Pirates advanced to the
national finals in 1988

ASC 3
Valdosta State 2
Larry Vrtiska worked 6 1/3 innings
to gain his 10th win as ASC closed the
1994 regular season with a 3-2 home
field win over Valdosta State.
Jason Miller had three hits and drove
in two runs for the Pirates. John Wilson
and Deron Spink added two hits each.
Scot Donovan pitched a s coreless
ninth to earn his seventh save of the
season.

ASC 6
North Florida 4
Tony Kunka's two-out, two-run homer to deep
rightfield capped a four run rally in the bottom of
the ninth as ASC took a 6-4 win from North Florida.
The
Ospreys
scored twice in the topof
the final inning to take a
4-2 lead, but ASC tied
the game on Deron
Spink's two-run single in
the bottom of the inning.
When Kunka cleared the
fence with Spink on base
the Pirates had pulled out
the win.
Kunka finished the
night with three hits,
including a double and a
triple to go with the
homerun. Spink also had
three hits for ASC.
ASC 11
Valdosta State 4
The Pirates scored
seven runs in the final
three innings to take an
11-4 decision at Valdosta
State.
Scott
DeHaven,
Deron Spink and Dave
McLaughlin had three
hits each for ASC.
DeHaven hit his eighth
homerun of the year
among his total.
Thomas made a successful return from back surgery to post his fifth
win with no losses against Erskine.

Thomas Named District III Academic Ail-American
Armstrong State's Gregg
Thomas has been selected to the
1994 GTE District III, College
Division Academic All-America
team by the College Sports
Information Directors of
America. CoSIDA District III
includes all NCAA Division II
& III institutions in Florida,
Georgia, North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia.
Academically,Thomas, a
graduate student, has com
3.56 grade point average ai
intentions of attending la
school. Despite a back inji&ry
that required surgery ear!
1994 season, the 6'5" left-/'
hander from Fruita, ColoraHo*
V^-V,,,,
has posted a 5-0 record wit|f.a
1.80 ERA for the Pirates,
the 1994 season. ASC i

currently 46-12 and ranked
sixth in the latest Collegiate
Baseball NCAA Division II poll.
The Pirates will play Wingate,
Friday at JL:00 p.m., in
Columbia, in the first round of
^Division II
tournai
it
6h to the
merica team
ballot for the
ional GTE Alt
er
la third

Krafft, Mathtek, Conclude
Women's Tennis Season
at NCAA Tournament
THE BARKING DOG
BY DARRYl K LUSKOWSKI

Silke Krafft and Ilka Skdiriorovska. i of Pace
Mathiak concluded th^ University, 6-0, 6-0 in the
1994 womei||tenni||
#tird round before falling
season for Armstrong
to eventual national runState whgpjjjey co|Pjf JPwIljP' Adrisina Isaza of
peted in the NCAA
mm Florida, 7-5,6-2 in
Division 11 national,
the quarterfinals:
tournament held in:f jl^JIln doubles play, Krafft
Industry, California.
and Ilka Mathiak won a
jeling in singles first round match over
play, KtaifFt won a
izier of
round match from
g Northern Colorado, 7-5,
Poly|San Luis, 6*2,6*3;
Ken|ra Pascoe of
lorida, 6^4, «-f
in thje second round
a|id tlelen pi
/XvXxXxX
:
iivioiii:

second round to Christine
Walter and ivlichele
Berkowtz of Cal Folv San
Luis Obispo, 6-3, 6-5.
I

Krcc*,
of «ny so4
/o,^3-7»s(es

-This cU«.p+er-

VlVor\from ^e((.
-
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IT WAS THE WORST OF TIMES, IT WAS THE BEST OF TIMES
A Special Feature by
Elizabeth Martin

paper. "I'm going away," he said. "If you
get a letter from this name, will you an
swer?"
I thought 'So what?' and 1 agreed to
write, thinking that would be the last I
would ever hear from him. About a month
later I was visiting my brother in Jackson
ville, when I saw himon the street and said
"Hello" and passed on. I was not about to
take up my vacation time with someone I
did not know. Two things happened that
December. The first, the Japanese bombed
Pearl Harbor and all the single men went
off to fight the war. Secondly, I got a
Christmas card from that man. He was in
Pearl Harbor and I didn't even know where
Pearl Harbor was. He had mailed the card
before the attack. I ignored the card; he
would have to learn I was not interested.
1942 was a busy year for a single girl;
the military bases within a hundred miles
of Savannah were filled with handsome
young men replacing the home town boys
who had gone away to other bases.
Churches had socials; the canteens
were opened and hostesses were almost
frantic trying to keep these young defend
ers of our country from becoming home
sick. So it was a busy time for the single
girls.
As the war progressed, the newspapers
and radios kept reminding us of the boys
overseas. The war was not going well and
themilitarymenweredepressed. Wecould
keep up their morale by writing cheerful,
newsy letters to them. Then I got another
card from that man. He had been wounded
in the first attack on Pearl Harbor and
would like to hear from me.
Well, I d idn't know anyone overseas
that I could write to so I wrote to that man.
I t old him how Savannah had changed in
the two years since he had been gone. I
reminded him how pretty Savannah was in
the spring with all the azaleas and dog
woods blooming. I told him how we could
not get gas to go riding in the car. We had
to have ration stamps to buy food and
shoes. How selfish I must have sounded to
him. He was 6,000 miles from home in a
war-torn country and all he asked was a
letter from home.
Almost by return mail I received the
sweetest love letter I had ever read. He
poured his heart out in that little V-Mail
and now I wis h 1 had kept it. 1 could not
believe he would write such a letter. 1
hardly know that man and I di d not have
any feelings for him. I co uld not possibly
love him and only wrote to him because
the radio said it was the patriotic thing to
do. Well, I wasn't going to write to him

In the late 1930's the nation was be
ginning to struggle out of the depression
that had almost destroyed the country. For
almost a d ecade the people were without
work. Thedepression had reached into the
heart and soul of most of the population.
Men and women with college degrees were
accepting menial work to support their
families.
Two government agencies had been
formed to give the people jobs. The Work
Projects Administration gave employment
a minimum wage. With the exception of a
few clerical positions most of the work was
trainingfor unskilled laborers. The second
of these agencies was the Civilian Conser
vation Corp. in which young unmarried
men were inducted almost like the military
and sent to training camps where they
learned a trade and were paid while they
learned. Many military installations were
built by the se two agencies.
I had grown up in this atmosphere and
thought I was lucky to find a job in a
popular lunch counter. I h ad quit school
because money was so short at home. My
father worked for the WPA and my older
brother made deliveries on a bicycle.
When I was eighteen years old I made
a bad marriage. I didn't think it was bad at
the time but my life was not any better. I
continued to work. About eighteen months
later I g ave birth to a beautiful little boy.
He was the only good thing that came from
that marriage. I went back to work when
the baby was only a few months old.
Sounds of war were soon heard around
the country. Factories started working full
speed and hiring new people. Shipyards
were built and started paying better wages.
The WPA and the CCC were disbanded.
Working at the lunch counter was
pleasant, the people were friendly and the
work was not hard even though I was on my
feet all day. The pay was equitable.
Things at home were deteriorating.
Neither of us was happy. With a house to
clean, a baby to care for and meals to
prepare, 1 began to feel my life was slipping
away. I guess my husband fel t the same way
and a divorce was the result. I co uld not
make ends meet financially, so I moved in
with my pa rents. They were very support
ive. Now I had a clean home, prepared
meals, and the babysitter was properly su
pervised. When I came home I was able to
enjoy my baby. I was no longer closed in.
1 was twenty-two years old.
I bega n to meet some nice people that again.
Every week 1 received a letter from
1 could go out with in the evening but I was
himandfinally I wrote tohim again. I tried
not ready for another serious relationship.
to explain, tactfully, how I fe lt. I di d not
At work I was able to pass the time of day
tell him I passed his letters around at work
with my c ustomers when I was not busy.
so everyone could laugh with mc at such a
We called him "Cherry Coke" because that
is what he always ordered with his sand foolish man.
We continued to write, he regularly, I
wich and we did not know his name. This
only occasionally, He sent lovely gifts
went on for several months; then he came
when he could get them. I remember a
in one day and wrote his name on a piece of

kimono, a straw bag, and perfume. The
kimono and handbag were hand painted.
I'm sure he had one of the natives make
them for him. You can imagine all the
trouble he went to with the war in the
Pacific. It could not have been easy for him
to get packages in the mail. I d on't even
remember sending him a box of cookies.
When my birthday was coming he
sent me a ring. He said he hoped it would
be an engagement ring, but if n ot I could
call it a birthday gift. I wrote and thanked
him for my birthday gift. Then on the day
of my birthday, I came home to three dozen
yellow roses from him and I fell in love.
You must remember we had never
dated, we had never spoken except over
the counter. I co uld not commit myself
even now. I knew too little about him and
he was 6,000 miles away. 1 could not say I
lived him but I d id sign my letters "with
love" after that.

Soon after that he wrote that he was
going on furlough and asked could he come
to see me. Of course I said yes. Travel was
so inconvenient in those days. I cou ldn t
see how could make the trip when he only
had a month but love knows bo bounds and
he arrived ashe had said he would, October
28, 1943.
That man and I ta lked for three days
and nights, until we decided to get married.
On the fourth of November 1943 we were
married in the church parsonage. We
could not go on a honeymoon but we did
spend the night in the hotel.
It was a happy forty tears and two
children later that he died. Now 1 keep
yellow roses on his grave to remind me how
much and how long he loved me.
That man's name was Earle Calhoun
Martin.
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In A Pig s Eye — A Real Woman's

So How 'Bout Them Stingrays!?!
By Annette Logue
Assistant Editor
Being the Editor of the yearbook
allows very little time for anything else.
Sleep has become a luxury. So, one of
the first things to go was my column.
However, the controversy over the name
change brough t meout of myoverworked
stupor and surprised the heck out of me.
The reason for the change was to
improve the image of the school. Well,
bad press ain't the way. I mustadmit that
1 had a hand in rallying the students. But
1 did not have anything to do with the
unprepared, unthoughtout press
conference. This is my guess. An article
appeared in the Savannah Morning News
on Monday, May 9, 1994, saying that
ASC was thinking about changing our
mascot. Monday afternoon anemergency
meeting, including most of"They" (those
who initiated the change, but will now
not own up to it), was held and a vote
taken. Sometime between Monday
afternoon and Friday, t-shirts were
ordered, using, according to Dr. Robert
Strozier, a prototype that was still in the
process of fine tuning. And lastly, a
hurried press release was put forth to the
press with our new mascot which was
correctand a list of our three new school

colors (Aquatic Blue, Maroon, and Silver)
that were wrong. Had the right people
done their homework, this faux pas would
not have occurred.
So is this a good way to change our
image? Ithinknot. Ifwe take a condemned
house, paint it white, and mow the yard, it
may look nice. But if we do not fix the
holes in the floors, redo the plumbing, and
rewire the darn thing, while it may look
good, we can't live in it. However, if we
take this same house, work from the inside
out and make sure all the problems are
solved, we could have a life time of
enjoyment within our new home. We
understand, of course, theprocess of natural
wear and tear, but if we take care of our
home as problems occur, do a bit of
preventive maintenance and become
actively aware of our surroundings, wecould
become a welcomed partner in our
neighborhood.
Speaking of neighborhoods, our
Administrators also expressed the wish to
become more favorably looked upon by the
community. Well, the students, 1 feel,
would like the same thing. However, this
glory can not be gained until we become
unified as aschool. Once this sol idifica ti
on
occurs, we can become a viable part of the
community. Yes, we increase thespending
powerof thecity by way of tax dollars. Yes,
we increase the employment pool with

competent students. Yes, we produce
extremely intelligent and well-prepared
graduates that make a difference in our
community. But have we ever stopped to
think that Union Camp does much of the
same, Gulf Stream does much of the same,
Hunt Wesson Foods does much of the
same. Why does the community gasp when
rumors fly of layoffs and shutdowns at these
establishments and laugh at us when we try
to make a change? Could it be that—not
only for the obvious reasons of1i velihoods—
these corporations put money as well as
time and effort into the community? Yes,
ASC hasa strong community involvement,
but do we hear about it? Not really. Not
even within our own school do we publicize
the important roles that the members of
our ASC community play in the City of
Savannah. These small but importants
facts are withheld from our community as
well as our school
Our P.R. department can spout facts
and figures about thehistory, demographics,
and bygones of ASC. However, these
accomplishments do very little to change
our current image. They actually make us
sound like some old relic, sitting on a porch
in a straight back rocker meandering about
the good old days. (Well, PR department
the good old days are just beginning.) I
wrote a column in one of the first issues of
the Inkwell this year, telling everyone that

students were not apathetic just
uninformed. Well, this current fiasco just
goes to show that we do care and can
handle ourselves in a manner that is
conducive to the image we want
portrayed—caring, thinking, and
articulate students who want only the
best for Armstrong State College.
Of course, we are taught as children
that bragging is bad. But I say, "So what!"
Let's make a better effort to publicize our
achievements and contributions. Let's
become a vocal part of this community.
Let's work in the community and not be
shy to let everyone know that we care
about where we live and how we live.
Maybe then the Savannah will see us as
we are—A viable part of this community
with a lot to offer.
If Savannah realizes that ASC cares
about her, then she will surely return the
sentiment. This positive undertaking
could in all probability change our image
to one that we could be proud of, instead
of reacting quickly and without thought,
coming into the public eye divided, and
nothavingallof the necessary facts correct.
If we continue down the current path,
regardless to our newly acquired acronym,
we will continue to be looked upon as
total jackasses.
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